Cloud computing is popular in nowadays for its convenient and cheap. Grid provides services of available everywhere, and shares everyone. Therefore, smart grid cloud is a good way to manage data for sharing with all power supply stations. Grid cloud task scheduling is one of the key technologies that affect resource allocation efficiency in cloud computing environment. The advantages and disadvantages of scheduling algorithms will directly affect the scheduling performance of both cloud computing and the stability of the entire system platform. Cloud task scheduling problem has been proved to be a NP-hard problem, The traditional task scheduling algorithm can no longer meet the actual needs of cloud task scheduling, but the Heuristic algorithm is an effective method to solve this problem. This paper studies and analyzes the application of heuristic algorithms in cloud task scheduling problems, and proposes a cloud task scheduling strategy to minimize the task completion time and execution cost (MCTE) for the smart grid cloud. Then, carry out mathematical modeling on the grid cloud task scheduling problem. The experimental results show MCTE is well for the smart grid cloud.
hardware, network, storage and other resources. It not only avoids the situation that users can only use computing resources and storage locally, but also improves the efficiency of many large-scale enterprise computing services. In the process of using cloud computing services, users do not need to care about how the system architecture of large and complex platforms is implemented. They only need to submit their task requests to cloud computing through network [3] . Cloud computing can provide all kinds of computing resources and service applications as infrastructure for use, just like convenient use of water, electricity and gas in the daily life.
With the continuous development and improvement of cloud computing technology, its user group has also been a large-scale growth. Whether in the early traditional industries, or current Internet companies have begun to accept cloud computing service model. It is expected that in 2019, with the rapid development of Internet enterprises and the popularization of 5G communication network, cloud computing will get more opportunities for development. Cloud computing will also conform to the trend of the times and provide more perfect service system with the development of industrial Internet.
In the whole cloud computing system, the structure of resource nodes is heterogeneous. The computing, storage and network parameters of each resource node are different. The scale of resource pool provided by cloud computing is also huge, and distributed in different geographical locations, so it is not easy to carry out unified management. With the increasing number of cloud users, the number of user submissions has also increased geometrically, resulting in a huge scale of tasks. In the process of task allocation, the sudden failure or addition of nodes, and the change of the number of tasks in different time periods will change the network topology of the scheduling problem. How to reasonably allocate the relationship between tasks and resource nodes in cloud environment has become a very complex problem.
Therefore, cloud task scheduling algorithm plays an important role in cloud computing system. It is one of the key technologies that affect the efficiency of information resource allocation in cloud computing environment. The quality of scheduling algorithm will directly affect the performance of cloud computing scheduling and the stability of the whole system platform [4] . Cloud task scheduling is a NP-hard problem. Essentially, it is a mapping process between tasks and virtual nodes. Under certain constraints, according to the status and prediction information between tasks and resources, it maps user-submitted independent tasks to corresponding virtual machine resource nodes for execution, and finally returns the result of processing. How to judge the performance of a task scheduling algorithm depends mainly on whether the algorithm can effectively coordinate and allocate virtual node resources, which can not only reduce the total execution time of tasks, but also enable the cloud system to achieve maximum performance. An excellent task scheduling algorithm can make full use of virtual machine resources without wasting resources, at the same time, it can ensure that users can obtain better quality of service. If the cloud task scheduling algorithm pays too much attention to computing efficiency, without considering the load balance or resource utilization of cloud computing cluster, it may lead to machine downtime and unable to continue to provide services; accordingly, if only considering how to maximize the benefits of cloud service providers, the services quality of users and user experience will be reduced. How to balance the relationship between them is very important. Therefore, the research on cloud computing task scheduling has an important practical significance.
In order to address above problems, a cloud task scheduling strategy to minimize the task completion time and execution cost (MCTE) for the smart grid cloud is proposed in this paper. The proposed MCTE aims to minimize completion time and execution cost. And the experimental results have proven the well of the proposed MCTE.
The main content of this paper is arranged as follows. The next section introduces the related literature works. Next, we explain the proposed MCTE. The fourth Section introduces our experimental information, shows the experimental results of each step and conducts a preliminary analysis of the data. Section 5 gives conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
The cloud task scheduling problem needs to find the global optimal solution under a variety of conditional constraints, which is a NP-complete problem of combinatorial optimization class [5] . With the increasing complexity of the cloud computing environment, the traditional task scheduling algorithm cannot realize the requirements of cloud task scheduling in practical applications. The intelligent heuristic algorithm is a better choice to solve the combinatorial optimization problem, and provides a better solution for many difficult problems. It also attracts the attention of many scholars and is used to solve the cloud task scheduling problem. The focus of this paper is to study and analyze the application of heuristic algorithm to solve cloud task scheduling. In this summary, we introduce several excellent intelligent heuristic algorithms and their advantages and disadvantages:
(1) Particle swarm algorithm The particle swarm optimization algorithm [6] is a heuristic algorithm proposed to observe the foraging process of birds and fish in the natural world. In the process of algorithmic solution, through the mutual cooperation and sharing of information among individuals in the group [15] , the randomly distributed solution set during the initialization is closer to the optimal solution in the process from disorder to order, so as to find the optimal solution. The advantage of this algorithm is that it has few parameters, is easy to implement, and has efficient search efficiency. The disadvantage is that the poor robustness leads to slow convergence of the algorithm in the late iteration, poor local search ability and easy to fall into the local optimal solution [16] .
A task scheduling algorithm based on Quality of Service-Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (QoS-DPSO) is proposed in [7] . The algorithm considers multiple QoS requirements, introduces the Berger model to judge the balance of system resource allocation results, uses discretization to encode the position of particles, dynamically adjusts the inertia weight and improves the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, so that the distribution result of the system can be more balanced. A load balancing algorithm is proposed in [8] . In this algorithm, VMs with high compatibility are selected to perform task requests, which increases the load balance between VMs, thus reducing task completion time and defining fitness function in PSO algorithm. The fitness function takes into account the interests of cloud service providers and users. Finally, the load balancing algorithm and PSO algorithm are combined to make the algorithm perform well in task completion time, load balancing and user satisfaction [17] .
(2) Genetic algorithm Genetic algorithm is a heuristic algorithm inspired by Darwin's theory of evolution, which mimics the evolutionary process of biological chromosomes in nature [19] . The algorithm follows the natural evolution principle of survival of the fittest, and is randomly optimized through the combination of self-selection and environmental choice between individuals. The advantage of this algorithm is that it has strong parallel processing capability, which makes it suitable for solving large-scale problems and realizes simultaneous search of multiple solutions in the solution space. It has good scalability, can be integrated with other algorithms, and has a good overall. The disadvantage is that the convergence speed will be slower at the end of the algorithm iteration, and it is easy to fall into local optimum [9] .
In [10] , a concept of load priority is introduced in the genetic algorithm. Firstly, a reasonable load evaluation is performed on resource nodes, then CPU utilization and memory utilization are selected as priority reference coefficients, and finally through genetic algorithm selection, crossover and mutation operations, optimal allocation scheme is obtained, which can effectively improve the throughput of the cloud computing system, and significantly shorten the completion time of task scheduling [2] .
(3) Ant colony algorithm The ant colony algorithm is an intelligent heuristic scheduling algorithm [11] . The design idea of this algorithm comes from the fact that the ants in nature can always find the shortest distance between the nest and the food during the foraging process. Even if the ant has established the shortest path in the nest and food, if some obstacles are placed artificially in the path, the ant colony can still find a shortest path after a period of exploration [21] .
The advantage of this algorithm is that it has strong global search ability, and can realize independent search and distributed parallel search, and improve the search efficiency of the algorithm. The disadvantage is that the initial accumulation of pheromone in the algorithm takes a long time, resulting in slow convergence of the algorithm. And because of its strong positive feedback mechanism, it is easy to fall into the local optimum situation in the optimization process.
In [12] , an ACO periodic scheduling algorithm (PACO) is proposed, which adds a scheduling period strategy to the ant colony algorithm and improves the pheromone updating mechanism. It makes good performance in both task completion time and load balancing of the cloud task scheduling. Then an adaptive ant colony optimization algorithm (SAACO) is proposed in [13] for the shortcomings of PACO proposed in [12] , such as parameter selection and pheromone updating. The algorithm uses the particle swarm optimization algorithm to adaptively update the parameters in the ACO algorithm and also improves the pheromone mechanism, which has better performance than PACO in minimum task completion time and system load balance [25] , [26] .
(4) Simulated annealing algorithm The simulated annealing algorithm is a random optimization search algorithm, inspired by the phenomenon that the energy of the internal molecules in the annealing process is slowly reduced to a minimum.
The advantage of this algorithm is that it is simple to implement [22] , has high search efficiency, and is not very dependent on the modeling of the professional domain. It is easy to introduce into the cloud task scheduling problem and obtain better task execution time. The disadvantage is that the setting of the parameters and the initial state of the algorithm will have a greater impact on the operation of the algorithm and the search for the optimal solution [23] .
In the literature [7] , a cloud task scheduling strategy based on CSM-CSOSA is proposed. Because the annealing algorithm has strong local optimization ability, this paper uses a Taguchi orthogonal method to enhance the local optimization ability of the annealing algorithm. Combined with the Cat Group Algorithm (CSO), it solves the multi-QoS model of execution time and execution cost in cloud task scheduling [24] .
III. CLOUD TASK SCHEDULING STRATEGY TO MINIMIZE TASK COMPLETION TIME AND EXECUTION COST (MCTE)
A cloud task scheduling strategy to minimize the task completion time and execution cost (MCTE) is proposed in this paper. The MCTE algorithm takes both the task completion time and execution cost into consideration to model the cloud task scheduling problem. According to the task-resource mapping relationship, the particles in the particle swarm algorithm are encoded and discretized, which can better solve the discrete problem. Then, the crossover and mutation operation in genetic algorithm is carried out with individual extremum and global extremum respectively, combining the information perception ability of pso and the global search advantage of genetic algorithm. Finally, the premature judgment and the chaotic perturbation mechanism are added to the algorithm to help the algorithm jump out of the local optimal.
A. TASK SCHEDULING POLICY IN MCTE
Based on the information sharing and mutual cooperation between the particles in the population, the particle swarm optimization algorithm gradually approaches the optimal solution. In the iterative process, the algorithm updates the velocity and position of the particle through the individual extremum of the particle and the global optimal value of the population, and then calculates the fitness function value according to the new position of the particle, and compares the fitness function value with the particle's individual extremum and population optimum, and update the two extreme value into the next iteration, until the end of the algorithm. However, particle swarm optimization algorithm is not good at discrete problems like cloud task scheduling. Therefore, it is necessary to encode the particles first. The encoded particles are a multidimensional vector. If you continue to use the original formula to update the position, it needs to perform more complicated operations and increases the amount of calculation of the algorithm. Therefore, using the crossover operator of the genetic algorithm here can solve this problem well. At the same time, the introduction of mutation operator also maintains the diversity between particles, increases the solution space of the algorithm, and makes the two algorithms form a good complementary advantages each other.
B. ENCODING AND DECODING IN MCTE
The coding of particles is to express the allocation scheme in the cloud task scheduling problem in a mathematical form. Therefore, the encoding process is an indispensable step in the process of using the algorithm in this paper to solve the cloud task scheduling process. Frequently-used coding is divided into direct coding and indirect coding. In this paper, the mapping relationship between tasks and resource nodes in cloud task scheduling needs to be expressed by coding. The direct coding method is relatively simple and easy to decode. Although this method cannot carry a large amount of information, it is enough to contain the information of the mapping relationship between the task and the resource nodes when the task is scheduled. Therefore, the algorithm in this paper adopts direct coding.
The encoding of particles is represented by a multidimensional vector. The dimension of the vector is determined by the total number of tasks in the task set. If there are a total of m tasks in the task set, each particle is an m-dimensional vector. The value in each dimension of the particle encoding is determined by the total number of resource nodes. If there are a total of n resource nodes in the system, the value in each dimension will be between [1,n] , and the value represents the number of the resource node to which the task is assigned. Here is an example. When there are 10 tasks and 5 resource nodes in the task set, the particles are encoded into a 10-dimensional vector, and the values in each dimension must be between [1, 5] . If the number on the 4th bit is 2, it means that task 4 is assigned to resource node 2 for execution. To make the encoding process more intuitive, use Table 1 and Table 2 to demonstrate the encoding process. Table 1 shows the Task number and VM number, Table 2 shows the Particle coding. Each particle after encoding is a task allocation strategy, so it needs to be decoded to understand the distribution between tasks and resource nodes. Here is also to show the decoding process of the particles more intuitively, using Table 3 to illustrate: According to the information in Table 3 , after the particle is decoded, two tasks t 5 and t 10 are allocated on the resource node VM1, three tasks t 2 , t 7 , and t 8 are allocated on the resource node VM2, and two tasks t 1 and t 6 are allocated on the resource node VM3, and three tasks t 3 , t 4 , and t 9 are allocated on the resource node VM4.
C. LOCATION UPDATE STRATEGY IN MCTE
Particle will present a discrete statement after coding. And the update strategy of position and speed of particle swarm optimization is not suitable for solving the discrete problem of cloud task scheduling, thus we use crossover and mutation operators of Genetic Algorithm to improve this problem. Particle Swarm Optimization is poor in selecting particle, so we will waste lots of resource on bad particle in optimizing process. To solve this problem, we first should select the particles in the population. To select good fitness particle, using the following formula (1) to calculate the selecting possibility of particle.
In Equation 1, PP(x i ) is the selecting possibility of particle, fit(x i ) presents the i-th particle's fitness. M is the size of particle population. Using this method to select particle increase selecting possibility of good fitness particle, not abandon other particles, which are bad on fitness, and assure the diversity of the population. The crossover operation of the algorithm is include two parts. First, we do crossover operation on particle's vector of current position and personal best vector of particle. Use the same way to do crossover operation on descendant vector and vector of global optimal solution location. Using above-mentioned method replace the original algorithmic
Do mutation operators on descendant vector that we got in the last step. This step replace the original algorithmic formula's ''wv k id '', through this method particles position update are finished and we get a new task assignment scheme. Now, updating individual extremum and global extremum of algorithm. The crossover and mutation operations in genetic algorithm are cleverly integrated into particle swarm optimization. The process of particle's crossover and mutation operation are as follows.
Part I: ''individual cognitive part'' Crossover operation is chose two particle vectors, then exchange a part of two particle vectors' content. Through this process, particle can get paternal particle's good characteristics and learn the exercise of paternal particle in search experience accumulated during iteration. Meanwhile, it can promote interaction among particles in a same population. Strengthen information exchange between particles. And improve search efficiency of the algorithm.
In the part of individual cognitive. The method of crossover operation-chose particle's current position vector and personal best vector, then exchange a part of two particle vectors' content, eventually, we get new particle. The specific implementation process of crossover operation is as follows.
Step 1: put particle current position as first paternal particle f 1 , then put Chromosome particle personal best as second paternal particle f 2 ;
Step 2: generate two position randomly in paternal particle f 1 and f 2 named i and j. the value of i, j satisfies (0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m), m is the total task number. i, j are called as intersection point between particles;
Step 3: exchange all paternal particle f 1 and f 2 node sequence number which in intersection point. Them we get two filial generation.
Additional Information: in the process of exchange, two particles just exchange the information of resource node number, not exchange task node number. Particle still use dimension d represent task d, in this way we can avoid losing information when task executed.
Particle crossover operation is shown in Fig. 1 : Part II: ''Social Cognition'' After individual cognitive part, use part1's filial generation and vector on the position of global optimal solutions in particle population to crossover operation. And get new filial generation particle. crossover operation in social cognitive part is same to individual cognitive part.
Part III: ''Mutation Operation'' To ensure the diversity of solutions of particle population, we import the mutation operator in genetic algorithm into particle swarm optimization and import a mutation parameter to control the search scale of algorithm. Do mutation operation to a particle when it has finished individual cognitive part and social cognitive part. We can enlarger the solution space in this way.
After a very long and complicated nonlinear search process particle can swarm optimization get a best solution. So, we should keep the solution diversity of particle population, enlarge the solution space and improve the ability of global search in the early process of algorithmic iteration. And improving search accuracy of the algorithms and search focus on local search. Thus, the variation parameter that we import should keep be a very large number in the early process of iteration and would reduced by the times of iteration. The formula of variation parameter is as follows.
In Equation 2, iter is current iterate times, and Iter is the total times of iteration.
Mutation strategies of particles: random chose λ*N particle vector's source nodes and random produce λ*N virtual node number, node number cannot bigger than virtual machine total node number. then use this bode number replace random VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Variation process.
chose particle vectors source nodes number. The operation steps are shown in Fig. 2 :
After the three step, particles' location could form a new filial generation. According to fitness function defined in this paper, we can Calculating fitness function values in new populations and update individual extremum of particles and global optimal value between populations. Meanwhile, we get good fitness particle to do next iteration.
D. EARLY MATURITY JUDGMENT AND CHAOTIC DISTURBANCE MECHANISM IN MCTE
The improved particle swarm-genetic algorithm retains the advantages of two algorithms. It inherits the characteristics of information commonness among particle swarm, as well as the advantages of simple implementation and fast convergence. By adding crossover and mutation operators of genetic algorithm, the algorithm can not only solve discrete problems better, but also guarantee the diversity of particle swarm solutions, increase the spatial range of understanding, and improve the ability of global search. However, with the increase of task size in the cloud task scheduling problem, the search space for the optimal solution will become extremely large, and the algorithm cannot actively jump out of the stagnation due to the limitations of many factors, and will eventually fall into the situation of local optimal solution. Therefore, a premature judgment mechanism is added into the algorithm. If the population is judged to enter premature convergence, it will fall into local optimal, and the deadlock will be broken through the external chaos disturbance to help the algorithm jump out of local optimal.
(1) The judgement of precocity conditions of the algorithm To determine whether the algorithm is premature is to determine whether the algorithm has fallen into local optimal. However, no matter the algorithm finds the global optimal solution or falls into the local optimal state of premature convergence, the particles intuitively in the population are scattered everywhere at the beginning, and then slowly converge to the vicinity of an optimal solution. Therefore, before judging whether the algorithm falls into premature state, we should judge whether the population has converged. The convergence needs to know the relative positions of particles in the population, and the positions of individuals in the algorithm are reflected by the fitness function value. Therefore, by calculating the fitness function value of all the particles in the population, the global change and relative position of the particle position can be judged, and then the convergence can be judged.
Suppose the population size of the algorithm is M, fit i is the fitness function value of the i-th particle, fit i is the average value of the fitness function in the current iteration of the population, then, the variance σ 2 of fitness function in the population is calculated to determine the convergence of the algorithm. The formula is as follows:
fit normal in Equation 3 is to make each value calculated between [0,1] and normalize fit i −ft , the purpose is to control the range of values of the variance σ 2 . The value of fit normal as shown below:
The value σ 2 in Equation 4 reflects the degree of aggregation between particles in the population. It can be seen from the formula that if the fitness value of the particle is closer to the average fitness value of the population, it means that the particles are concentrated near the mean, and the higher the degree of aggregation between the groups, the smaller the variance value σ 2 at this time; If the fitness value of the particles is far from the average value, the degree of aggregation is low and the variance value σ 2 is larger. By σ 2 judging whether the algorithm has converged, since the elements in the σ 2 have been normalized, a threshold E is set here. And if σ 2 <E, the algorithm is converged.
However, after the algorithm is judged to be convergent, it is impossible to distinguish whether the algorithm falls into local convergence or global convergence, so premature judgment is required next. To determine whether the algorithm has premature convergence, it is necessary to set the optimal value of fitness function fit best that can be achieved theoretically in the optimization process, and the size of this value can be set by experience. Selecting the current global optimal value fit b_cur and fit best in the population for comparison, if fit b_cur > fit best , the algorithm can be judged to have fallen into premature convergence.
(2) Chaotic disturbance mechanism When the algorithm falls into premature convergence, considering that pso does not have the ability to jump out of local optimum, it is necessary to help the algorithm jump out of local optimum through external interference. In this paper, the algorithm gets rid of the logjam by adding chaos disturbance mechanism, and the specific steps are as follows:
Step 1: firstly, an n-dimensional vector is generated. The value of n is the number of tasks in the scheduling process, and the value range of each value in the generated vector is located in [0,1];
Step 2: since the population cannot get rid of the logjam actively, some particles in the population need to be replaced by external interference. A value s is set as the number of particles to be replaced;
Step 3: use formula (5) to conduct s-1 iteration, so that the remaining s-1 particle vectors can be obtained: 3 − 2y(k) (5) In the formula (5), -1≤y(k)≤1, k=0,1,2,. . . . . . s-1.
Step 4: map s particles generated in the previous step to the search space of the population according to formula (5):
In the Equation 6, y i (d) represents the value on the d-dimensional coordinate of the i-th particle in the newly generated s particle. x id represents the value of the i-th particle mapped to the d-th dimension in the search space, representing the number of resource node to which the task is assigned; x min and x max represent the upper and lower limits of each dimension of the particle respectively;
Step 5: we should sort all the particles in the population by the value of fitness function, and the newly generated s particles replace the s particles which the value of fitness function in the original population are worst. In this way, a new population will be generated and it can jump out of the precocious convergence.
E. IMPROVED PARTICLE SWARM -GENETIC ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
The pseudo-code of cloud task scheduling strategy based on improved particle swarm optimization-genetic algorithm is shown in Table 4 :
Step 1: Initialize the particle swarm: initialize the position of the particle and other related parameters, and set the maximum number of iterations executed by the algorithm;
Step 2: Select the excellent particles in the population for crossover and mutation operations, update the position of the particles and calculate the fitness function value, and update the individual extremum of the particle and the global optimal value of the population according to the size of the fitness function;
Step 3: After updating the position of all the particles, determine whether the particle population has entered convergence, if it converges, proceed to step 4, otherwise proceed to step 5;
Step 4: Determine whether the particle population falls into premature convergence, and if so, perform chaotic perturbation to help the population jump out of the local optimum; otherwise, proceed to step 5;
Step 5: Determine whether the algorithm has reached the maximum number of iterations. If the condition is met, exit the algorithm and output the optimal value. Otherwise, return to step 2.
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT CONFIGURATION
The algorithm in this paper is experimentally simulated on the cloud simulation platform Cloudsim. The environment configuration of the experiment is shown in Table 5 . VOLUME 7, 2019 
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION INDICATORS
For the algorithm in this paper, this paper mainly evaluates the performance of the algorithm from the following three performance indicators:
(1) Convergence rate Convergence rate refers to the speed at which an iterative algorithm approaches the local optimal solution it finds. It is an important index to measure the performance of an iterative algorithm in solving practical problems.
(2) Task completion time The task completion time refers to the time required for the resource node to execute all the tasks after all the tasks in the task set are allocated. Since the resource nodes perform tasks in parallel, the task completion time does not refer to the sum time of execution of all resource nodes, but the maximum value of the task execution time of the resource node, namely:
In the formula, Time j represents the time it takes for virtual node j to complete all tasks, TotalLength j represents the total length of all tasks that need to be performed on virtual node j, and MIPS j represents the ability of virtual node j to process tasks.
(3) Task execution fee The execution cost of the task refers to the cost that the resource node needs to pay after the completion of all tasks. The cost per unit time of each resource node is different, so the execution cost of the task is:
Time j * p j (9) In the formula, p j represents the fee that the resource node j needs to pay per unit time.
C. SIMULATION PARAMETER SETTINGS
In this paper, the simulation experiment is carried out on the cloud simulation platform Cloudsim [20] . Before the simulation starts, some parameters related to the simulation environment need to be set. The experimental parameter settings are shown in Table 6 :
D. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section compares the MCTE with the roll polling algorithm(RP), the basic particle swarm optimization (PSO) and the basic genetic algorithm (GA). The evaluation indexes are algorithm convergence speed, task completion time and task execution cost respectively. Lab 1: Verifying the convergence speed of the algorithm This experiment sets up 2 data centers, 20 virtual node resources and 100 tasks. Since the polling algorithm (RR) is not an evolutionary algorithm without iteration, MCTE algorithm is compared with the basic particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and basic genetic algorithm (GA), which is shown in Fig. 3 : Fig. 3 shows a line graph of 100 task changes in the cloud task scheduling problem, with the task completion time increasing with the number of iterations under the scheduling of different algorithms. As can be seen from Figure 3 .4, as the number of iterations increases, the convergence speed of PSO is slightly faster than that of GA, and the convergence performance of MCTE algorithm is significantly better than the other two algorithms. The number of iterations is about 75 times. The optimal value, while the time it takes for GA and PSO to find the optimal solution is significantly higher than MCTE, so the MCTE algorithm has better performance in terms of convergence speed.
Lab 2: Task completion time between comparison algorithms under different number of resource nodes
In this experiment, take 10-50 resource nodes, each increment is 10. Since there are at most 50 resource nodes and the number of resource nodes is large, if the number of tasks is too small, the gap between the algorithms cannot be reflected. Therefore, 500 tasks are set to compare the MCTE algorithm, the RR algorithm, the PSO algorithm, and the GA algorithm under different resource nodes, as shown in Figure 4 : As can be seen from Fig. 4 , when the resource nodes are increasing, the task completion time of each algorithm is continuously reduced, and when the number of resources is 50, the gap between the task completion times of the algorithm is quite small. It is reasonable to conclude that when the resource node is large enough, the algorithm no longer has an advantage in improving the allocation result. When the resource nodes are sufficient, the processing power of the scheduling system in the cloud system will be greatly improved, and the average number of tasks per virtual allocation is less, so that there is no need for optimization. Therefore, in the following experiments, a small number of resource nodes is taken to compare the experiments, showing the superiority of the algorithm in this paper.
Lab 3: Comparison of task completion time between algorithms under different task numbers
In this experiment, 100-500 tasks are set, and the number of resource nodes is 20. The task completion time of different task scheduling algorithms under different task volumes is as follows:
As can be seen from Fig. 5 , since the polling algorithm is relatively simple and subject to the influence of the ordering of tasks and virtual resource nodes, the task processing time of the algorithm will be longer. When the other three algorithms have a small number of tasks, the completion time of task execution is not very different. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm implementation process is simple, and the parameters are small, which can converge quickly and find the optimal solution. In the case of a small number of tasks, since the genetic algorithm has a good global search capability, it can also quickly find an optimal solution FIGURE 5. Task completion time under different task sets. allocation scheme. However, with the increase of the number of tasks, the advantages of MCTE in this paper will be obvious. When the size of the task is large enough, the standard particle swarm and genetic algorithm may stagnate at the local optimal solution in the later iteration of the algorithm, which leads to a lower search efficiency. The improved algorithm MCTE algorithm not only inherits the advantage of fast convergence of particle swarm optimization algorithm, but also exerts the advantages of global search of genetic algorithm, and the mechanism of adding premature judgment and chaotic perturbation is to avoid falling into local optimum and to search optimal solution better. Therefore, in the large-scale cloud task scheduling, the algorithm proposed in this paper is superior to the other three comparison algorithms in task completion time.
Lab 4: Comparison of task execution costs The task execution cost in the cloud environment is also one of the indicators that need to be optimized in this paper. The task execution cost of different algorithms under different task numbers is shown in Fig. 6 : It can be seen from the task execution cost of different scheduling algorithms in Fig. 6 that when the number of tasks is relatively small, the improved algorithm MCTE in this paper is similar to the basic particle swarm and genetic algorithm results. But the task overhead is still significantly smaller than the two algorithms, and the time of these three algorithms is much better than the polling algorithm. Because the MCTE, PSO, and GA algorithms can perform fast and efficient searches when the number of tasks is small. With the increase of the task size, the advantages of the improved algorithm MCTE algorithm become more and more obvious. The task execution cost of these four algorithms is increasing with the expansion of the task size. The RR algorithm grows fast, and the performance of PSO and GA algorithm is very close, but the speed is relatively fast, and the growth curve of the improved algorithm is slower, significantly lower than the three comparison algorithms.
In summary, the improved algorithm MCTE in this paper has a good improvement in convergence speed, maximum task completion time, and task completion cost. In large-scale task scheduling, it is possible to reduce the task completion time in the case of achieving the lowest task execution cost.
V. CONCLUSION
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